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ABSTRACT
With an increasing amount of data and demand for fast query processing, the efficiency of database operations continues to be a
challenging task. A common approach is to leverage parallel hardware platforms. With the introduction of general-purpose GPU
(Graphics Processing Unit) computing, massively parallel hardware has become available within commodity hardware.
XML is based on a tree-structured data model. Naturally, the
most popular XML querying language (XPath) uses patterns of selection predicates on multiple elements, related by a tree structure.
These are often abstracted by twig patterns. Finding all occurrences
of such a (XML query) twig pattern in an XML document is a core
operation for XML query processing.
We present a new algorithm, GPU-Twig, for matching twig patterns in large XML documents, using a GPU. GPU-Twig uses the
data and task parallelism of the GPU to perform memory-intensive
tasks whereas the CPU is used to perform I/O and resource management. We efficiently exploit both the high-bandwidth GPU memory
interface and the lower-bandwidth CPU main memory.
We present the results of an extensive experimentation of the
GPU-Twig algorithm on large XML documents using the DBLP
and XMark benchmarks. Experimental results indicate that GPUTwig significantly reduces the running time of queries in comparison with other algorithms on CPU based platforms and multicore
based platforms under various settings and scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION
XPath, the XML Path Language [6], is a query language for selecting nodes from an XML [49] document. The XPath language is
based on a tree representation of the XML document, and provides
the ability to navigate within the tree, selecting nodes by a variety
of patterns. For example, consider the following XPath expression:
”movie[name = ’Harry Potter’]//actor[first=’Daniel’ AND last =
’Radcliffe’]”. This expression matches ’actor’ elements that (i)
have a child element named ’first’ with content ’Daniel’, (ii) have
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a child element ’last’ with content ’Radcliffe’, and (iii) are descendants of ’movie’ elements that have a child ’name’ element with
content ’Harry Potter’. This expression can be represented as a
node-labeled tree called a twig pattern. The result of the matching
between the given twig pattern and the XML document is the set of
all the elements in the XML document with an ’actor’ label which
satisfy the matching described above. Finding all occurrences of
a twig pattern in an XML document are fundamental operations in
XML query processing.
As XPath is a critical component in many XML-based applications, it is essential to maximize its performance. There are
many works dealing with optimizing performance of a single query
[16], and a few studies deal with parallelizing the execution of a
single XPath query. Most state-of-the art XPath processors, such
as Apache’s Xalan [2], support parallel XPath queries, i.e., numerous XPath queries which are processed concurrently by different threads against the same query processor instance. Still, each
XPath query is executed serially. By processing XPath queries concurrently, the overall time of processing a collection of queries is
improved, but to enhance the overall performance we need to increase the speed of processing a single XPath query via parallelization. This is particularly important for large databases. Parallelization of XPath queries is also essential for parallelizing various host
languages, such as XSL [51] or XQuery [50].
The XML stream representation scheme provides an important
way for representing an XML document [12] (these are not data
streams, please see Section 2). There is a dedicated stream for each
element label in the document. Each stream contains the positional
representations of the XML nodes whose label matches the particular element label of the stream.
Recently, there have been attempts to use GPUs to boost the
performance of various database algorithms. GPUs, also known
as video cards, are regularly used to render graphical information.
GPUs near universal use in desktop computers means that it is a
cheap and ubiquitous source of processing power. There is a growing interest in applying this power to more general non-graphical
problems through frameworks such as NVIDIA’s CUDA, an application programming framework providing programmers a simple
way for executing general purpose programs on NVIDIA GPUs.
Modern GPUs, with massively parallel execution architecture, have
become powerful co-processors for many applications, including
scientific computing [19] and databases [22, 33]. The GPU is a
coprocessor of the CPU. While processing a task on the GPU, the
data for the task has to be transferred to the GPU and the results
have to be transferred back to the CPU. These transfers are costly
operations. Also, parallel algorithms for GPUs are different than
parallel algorithms for multi-core systems. The main difference is
that GPUs have a SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) archi-

tecture. That is, a GPU contains multiple processing elements that
perform the same operation on multiple data, simultaneously. Any
algorithm for GPUs has to fit the SIMD scheme, hence, a CPU or a
multi-core algorithm can not simply be run on a GPU as is.
In this paper we present the GPU-Twig algorithm. The problem
we address is how to use GPUs to speed up twig query processing. The main idea underlying this algorithm is to copy the relevant
parts of the document according to the input query to the GPU, to
process the input query on the thousand data nodes GPU, and to
copy back to the CPU the query results. The key to parallelizing
the query answering process, while using a stream representation
scheme, is in the ability to expose some of the structural characteristics of the document tree within the streams. This is achieved
by broadening the classic stream scheme, such that each node in
the stream contains additional information about its ancestors. The
core GPU-specific features that are used are as follows. The first is
the massive parallelization (a few orders of magnitude). The second is utilizing the GPU’s high bandwidth in transferring data from
the global memory to the local memories, which is more efficient
than data transfer from main memory to the CPU. Previous work
dealt with possible strategies for parallelizing XPath queries [11].
To the best of our knowledge, GPU-Twig is the first parallel algorithm that exploits GPUs to accelerate the processing of a single
query, using the stream representation of documents.
We conducted extensive experimentation with the GPU-Twig algorithm. We constructed a simple experimental system containing a document parser (based on SAX), and a query processor that
runs partly on the CPU and partly on the GPU. The parser parses
the document into an extended stream representation. We compared GPU-Twig to the Xalan [2] processor and to the sequential
TwigStack algorithm [12] in terms of run time (to completion). The
PTS algorithm [41, 42], a parallel version of the TwigStack algorithm for a multi-core CPU, was also compared. PTS is the only
parallel algorithm of which we are aware. Experimental results indicate that using the GPU-Twig algorithm significantly reduces the
respective running time. It speeds up by up to 60 times in comparison with the sequential TwigStack algorithm and by up to 25
times in comparison to the PTS algorithm (not counting the copying times to and from the GPU). In experiments against Xalan, we
found that using the same queries that we used in experiments with
GPU-Twig, for documents larger than 50MB, Xalan runtime for
processing one query, can not practically be measured: it did not
finish (after executing for an hour, we stopped the run).
There exist technical limitations to current GPU technology that
affect its usefulness for performing database functions. The two
most relevant limitations are the GPU limited memory size and the
host CPU to GPU global memory transfer time. Though future
GPUs will almost certainly have a larger memory, current NVIDIA
cards have a maximum of 6GB, a fraction of the size of many
databases. Transferring data blocks between the CPU and the GPU
remains costly (on PCI Express 16x version 2, the bandwidth is 8
GB/sec). Despite these constraints, the actual query execution can
be run concurrently over the GPU’s highly parallel organization,
thus outperforming CPU query execution significantly. According
to our experiments, even if the time of transferring data to and from
the GPU (for documents of any size) is taken into account, GPUTwig outperforms the best known parallel algorithm (PTS) [41, 42].
For databases that can fully reside in the global memory, we gain
improvement of 16.5 on average in comparison to the PTS algorithm (counting the time of copying the results from the GPU to the
CPU). Note that once some document is loaded to the GPU, a few
queries on this document can be gathered together and processed
one after the other, thus eliminating the need to copy the document

for each query from the CPU to the GPU. For databases that can not
fully reside in the GPU global memory, we still gain a significant
improvement of 6.6 on average in comparison to the PTS algorithm
(counting the time of copying the data from the CPU to the GPU
and the time of copying the results from the GPU to the CPU).
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background and briefly reviews the GPU architecture. Section 3 presents the GPU-Twig algorithm and proves
its correctness. Section 4.1 presents results of the experimental
evaluation. Section 5 presents related work. Section 6 presents
conclusions and future work directions.

2.

BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly introduce GPUs and CUDA (the underlying platform upon which GPU-Twig is implemented), the XML
stream scheme we use, and twig pattern matching.

2.1

Graphics Processors (GPUs)

GPUs, originally designed for graphics rendering tasks, have
evolved into massively multi-threaded many-core co-processors for
CPUs, and are widely available as commodity components in modern machines [7, 34]. GPU have a SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) architecture. That is, a GPU contains multiple processing elements that perform the same operation on multiple data, simultaneously. Any algorithm that is designed for GPU has to fit the
SIMD scheme, hence a CPU algorithm can not simply be run on a
GPU as is. Programmers write their algorithms so that one part of
the algorithm’s task runs on the CPU and the other part, which can
be massively parallelized, runs on the GPU.
GPU programming languages include graphics APIs such as OpenGL
[5] and DirectX [9], and GPGPU frameworks such as NVIDIA’s
CUDA [4] which we use. Using these APIs, programs consist of
two types of code, the kernel code and the host code. The host
code runs on the CPU. The host part is in charge of transferring
data between the GPU and main memory, and starting kernel-code
instances (kernels) on the GPU. The kernel code is executed on
the GPU. In general, a computation task on the GPU is divided into
three separate steps. First, the host code allocates GPU memory for
input and output data, and copies input data from the main memory
to the GPU memory. Second, the host code starts the kernels on
the GPU. The kernels perform the required task on the GPU. Third,
when the kernels finish their work, the host code copies results from
the GPU memory to main memory.

Figure 1:

GPU architecture model

The GPU architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. This architecture is common to both AMD [23] and NVIDIA GPUs [4]. The
GPU consists of many SIMD multiprocessors (MPs), all sharing a
global memory (with size up to 6GB), which has both a high bandwidth and a high access latency. Each multiprocessor has a group
of processors (cores). For example, the GTX480 GPU has 15 MPs

(each MP has 32 cores), has access latency of 400-800 (according
to [4]) cycles and a memory bandwidth of 177 GB/second. The
latest GPUs, e.g., the GTX480, also have an L2 cache. CUDA exposes a hierarchy of GPU threads. GPU threads execute the same
kernel code, concurrently, on different data. The GPU supports
thousands of concurrent threads. In some cases, during some operations, for example an if else statement, some of the threads in a
multiprocessor are idle (during the if block or the else block), as
according to the if else statement, they do not have to process the
body of the if block or the else block of the statement. Threads are
organized into warps. Warps, each of which consists of the same
number of threads, are scheduled across MPs (each warp belongs
to one MP). Within each MP, warps are further grouped into thread
blocks. Threads in the same thread block share resources on one
MP, e.g., registers and local memory (also called shared memory in
NVIDIAs terminology). The size of this shared memory is small
and its access latency is low. GPU threads have both low contextswitch and low creation time as compared to CPU threads.

2.2 XML (Extended) Stream Scheme
An XML database is a forest of rooted, ordered, labeled trees,
each node corresponding to an element or a value, and the edges
representing element-sub element or element-value relationships.
The ordering of sibling nodes implicitly defines a total order on the
nodes in a tree, obtained by a preorder traversal of the tree nodes.
In the classic XML stream scheme, the position of a string or element occurrence in the XML database is represented as a 3-tuple
(DocId, LeftPos:RightPos, LevelNum), where (i) DocId is the identifier of the document; (ii) LevelNum is the nesting depth of the element (or string value) in the document; and (iii) LeftPos and RightPos are the open and close indexes of the element in the data tree,
which are assigned according to an order given by a DFS (Depth
First Search) variation, as follows. The tree of the DocId document
is scanned in DFS order. We use a variable called counter initialized to zero. When visiting some element n, we increment counter,
then assign its value to the LeftPos of n, then scan the subtree of
n (in DFS order). After finishing the scan of the subtree of n, we
increment counter, and assign its value to RightPos of n.
Let lbl denote a label in a database. Associated with each distinct
lbl there is a stream Slbl . The stream is an ordered sequence of the
positional representations of the database nodes having lbl label.
The nodes in the stream are ordered by their (DocId, LeftPos) values. This scheme allows to easily deduce the structural relationship
between any two nodes. For example, a parent-child relationship
between nodes a and b exists if b.Lef tP os > a.lef tP os AN D
b.rightP os < a.rightP os AN D b.levelN um = a.levelN um+
1, and an ancestor-descendant relationship between nodes a and b
exists if b.Lef tP os > a.lef tP os AN D b.rightP os < a.rightP os.
For use in the algorithm, we extended the stream scheme, with
additional structural information whose usefulness is explained in
Section 3. The first additional field that is added to each node
is a list ancStreamsL. Let n be a node in the data tree, its
ancStreamsL list holds information about all the streams that
contain at least one node that belongs to the path between n and
the root of the data tree (i.e., ancestors of n). The information
that is held for each such stream is as follows: the name of the
stream (i.e., label), and the index (i.e., position number) in the
stream of a node that belongs to the path between n and the root
which is closest to the root. The second additional field that is
added to each node is a Boolean array, qArray. Its size is equal
to the number of nodes in the twig pattern 1 (see definition below).
The qArray field size is defined prior to starting the document
1

There is an assumption that in twig patterns there are rarely more

parsing, based on the predefined knowledge of the maximal possible number of nodes in the twig patten. Thus, when the twig
pattern is changed, we do not have to change the database structure. For example, the following describes node n in stream str:
”3 : 5, 4, < author : 3, book : 2 >, 0”. 3 : 5, 4 is the original 3tuple (LeftPos:RightPos, LevelNum). < author : 3, book : 2 > is
the ancStreamsL of node n, which means that n has two types of
ancestors, the first with label author where the closest to the root
author ancestor of n is at index 3 of the author stream, and the
second with label book where the closest to the root book ancestor
of n is at index 2 of the book stream. The last field 0 is the qArray
field. It means all the bits of qArray are zero.
The extended stream scheme consumes 4.2 times the amount of
space that is consumed by the basic stream scheme; this is acceptable for real-life applications as exhibited in our experiments.
In the basic stream scheme, each distinct leaf label has a separate stream. As there may be numerous leaf labels corresponding
to a multitude of string values, this is very wasteful, as it leads to
a significant memory overhead. There are standard ways to overcome this problem. For example, to assign a single stream for all
leaves labels, called leaves-stream. The nodes in this leaves-stream
are sorted in a lexicographic order according to their label, and all
the nodes with the same label are ordered according to the LeftPos
value of the node. For faster navigation in leaves-stream, an additional label index structure, pointing to the different labels in the
leaves-stream, is created.
A stream is held in memory as array of structs. Each struct contains the described above data. This is a compact way to store information that allows fast access to each node (especially if its index
in the stream is known) thus convenient for working with the GPU.

2.3

Twig Pattern Matching

The twig pattern is a rooted, ordered, labeled tree whose nodes’
labels are either element tags, attribute-value comparisons or string
values, and edges are either parent-child edges (depicted using a
single line) or ancestor-descendant edges (depicted using a double
line). We add an additional Boolean field, isAnswer, to each node in
the twig pattern. For example, the XPath expression: movie[name=’Harry
Potter’][actor/last/’Grint’]// actor [last=’Radcliffe’]” which matches
movie elements that (i) have a child element named ’name’ with
content ’Harry Potter’, (ii) have a child element ’actor’ with a
child element named ’last’ with content ’Grint’ (iii) have a descendant element ’actor’ with a child element named ’last’ with content ’Radcliffe’, where the ’Radcliffe’ node is marked as the answer
node, can be represented as the twig pattern in Figure 2.
Given a twig pattern Q with nodes (q1 ,..., qn ) and an XML
database D, a match of Q in D is a mapping from nodes in Q
to nodes (d1 ,..., dn ) in D s.t.: (i) di is matched with qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(ii) di and qi have the same label, (iii) the structural (parent-child,
ancestor-descendant) relationships between query nodes are satisfied by the corresponding database nodes. The ordering of sibling
nodes in the twig pattern imposes no constraints on the matching.
Also, pattern nodes need not be mapped to distinct data nodes (the
algorithm can be extended to enforce such distinct mappings). In
query Q, a single node is marked as the target node (technically,
field isAnswer is set to true). A database node d that is the image
of the target node of Q in a match is called an answer node. The
problem we solve is to compute all answer nodes for query Q on
database D. For simplicity, we assume that a twig pattern contains
only ancestor-descendant edges (in Section 3.3, we show how to
than 32 nodes, so a 32 bits qArray, which is integrated into the
storage structure of the document is sufficient; should this not be
the case, we can enlarge qArray in advance to 64 bits or more.

Figure 2:

Example of twig pattern. The node with idx = 6 is the target node,

as its isAnswer field value true.

change the algorithm to work with parent-child edges). When two
nodes are connected with an ancestor-descendant edge, we call the
node that is closer to the root the qParent node, and the node that is
farther from the root the qChild node.

3. THE GPU-TWIG ALGORITHM
The GPU-Twig algorithm is a SIMD algorithm. The main advantage of the GPU-Twig algorithm is the ability to divide the work
to hundreds or even thousands of threads that run in parallel. The
GPU-Twig algorithm does not make use of some of the GPU features (such as shared memory or coalesced memory access). The
main used GPU-specific features are as follows. The first is the potential massive parallelization. The second is utilizing the GPU’s
high bandwidth in transferring data from the global memory to the
local memories, which is more efficient than data transfer from
main memory to the CPU. The limiting factor of the algorithm’s
performance, i.e., the algorithm’s bottleneck, is mainly the global
memory bus bandwidth, as the algorithm is not compute-intensive.
GPU-Twig processes only the document parts that are relevant to
the input query. As it processes only streams whose labels appear in
the input query. In the first phase of the algorithm, it iterates over all
the relevant streams and derives additional structural information
according to the query. In the second phase of the algorithm, this
structural information is used to produce the answer set.
To gain intuition about the algorithm, we start with an example.
Next we present the formal definitions and the algorithm itself. Finally we present a correctness proof for the algorithm.

3.1 An Intuitive Example

Figure 3:

Example of a query tree qTree and a data tree dTree. qT ree nodes
are indexed 1...6.

Consider the qT ree and dT ree presented in Figure 3. Assume
we want to find all nodes c that are part of the match between the

qT ree query tree and the dT ree data tree. As part of the first
step of the algorithm, we derive additional structural information
about all dT ree nodes that are potentially part of such matchings,
i.e., all nodes with labels a, b, c d and e (the labels that appear
in qT ree). The additional derived structural information addresses
the following question: for a node n in dT ree with one of the above
labels, is it potentially a part of some matching? For that, we use
the qArray structure of node n. The indices of the qArray are the
indices of qT ree nodes. Intuitively, bit i in the qArray of node n
(in dT ree) is set to true if there exist a node q (in qT ree) with the
same label as n and the following holds: q has a qChild qC with
index i in qT ree, and n has a descendant nD such that the subtrees
rooted at qC and nD match.
To resolve the question whether some node n is potentially a
part of some match, we start to look first at data nodes that are
labeled the same as leaf nodes in qT ree. For example, consider
node nD=(9:10,5) in dT ree. Clearly, there is a match between nD
and node 4 in qT ree. This information is recorded in the qArray
structure of all ancestors of nD that are labeled b, the same as the
qP arent of node 4 in qT ree (node 3). Only node n=(5:12,3) is an
ancestor labeled b of nD, thus, we set bit 4 in the qArray of n to
true. In a similar manner, we set bit 5 in the qArray of n to true.
Next, we look at the node nD=(5:12,3) labeled b, and check
if it is part of a match between the subtree rooted at nD and the
subtree rooted at node 3. There is such a match since nD has a
child labeled e and a descendant labeled d. We know that this match
exists since we see that bits 4 and 5 in the qArray of nD are true.
The information regarding the match between the subtrees of nD
and of node 3 is recorded in the qArray structure of all ancestor
nodes of nD that are labeled the same as the qP arent of node 3
(node 1). The only relevant ancestor is node m=(2:15,2), thus we
set the value of bit 3 in the qArray of node m to true. In a similar
manner, we compute the structural information in all relevant nodes
in dT ree (i.e., all nodes with labels a, b, c, d and e).
For the second step of the algorithm we first define a twig pattern, qP ath, formed by the path from the answer node ansQ in
qT ree, labeled c, to the root of the query tree in qT ree. A nodematch between node q in qP ath and node n in dT ree exists if the
following holds: (1) n and q have the same label; (2) The qArray
of n represents a match between subtrees rooted at n and q. A pathmatching between path qP ath and node n exists if: (1) there exist
a node-match between ansQ and n; (2) for the rest of the nodes
in qP ath, there exist a node-match between each node q in qP ath
and some node pn in dT ree such that the structural (parent-child
and ancestor-descendant) relationships between qP ath nodes are
satisfied by the corresponding dT ree nodes.
In the second step of the algorithm, we check for each node n
labeled c in dT ree if there exist a path-matching between qP ath
and n. This check is done using the relevant qArray structures
of dT ree nodes. Nodes labeled c that conform the above pathmatching are added to the output answer set. In our example, node
(3,4:3) labeled c satisfies the above path-matching: there is a nodematch between node (3,4:3) in dT ree and node 6 in qT ree and a
node-match between node (2,15:2) in dT ree and node 1 in qT ree.
There is a node-match between node (2,15:2) and node 1 since we
see that bits 2,3 and 6 in the qArray of node (2:15,2) have value
true. Therefore, node (3:4,3) is added to the output set. In contrast,
node (14:15,3) is not added to the answer set. This is because there
is no match between the node (13:20,2) in dT ree and node 1 in
qT ree. This is because bit 3 in the qArray of the node (13:20,2)
has the value f alse, which means that node (13:20,2) does not have
descendant labeled b such that it has descendants labeled d and e.

3.2 Definitions
First, we define when a node n of data tree dT ree is qualifying
w.r.t. a node q of twig pattern qT ree. The intuition behind this
definition is that if n is qualifying w.r.t. q, then the subtree rooted
at node n satisfies the query requirements of the subtree rooted at
node q. So, it means that n is part of at least one match to the query
represented by the subtree rooted at q in qT ree.
Definition 1: Let q be a node in qT ree labeled qLabel, let n be
a node labeled qLabel in dT ree. We define, inductively on the
height h of qT ree, when n is qualifying w.r.t. q as follows.
h = 0, q is a leaf node in qT ree: Node n is qualifying w.r.t. node
q if they both have the same label, namely qLabel.
h > 0, q is a non-leaf node in qT ree: Node n is qualifying w.r.t.
node q if: (1) n and q have the same label, namely qLabel. (2)
there is a match between all qChild nodes of node q in qT ree, and
a subset of the descendants of node n in dT ree such that each descendant in the above subset is qualifying w.r.t. the corresponding
qChild nodes qC of q. The order between the qChild nodes of q
does not have to be preserved by their bijection images. !
Example 1. For the twig pattern qT ree and the dT ree in Figure 3,
nodes (5:12,3) and (16:19,3) in dTree are qualifying w.r.t. the node
with index 2 in qTree. Another example is node (2:15,2) in dTree.
Node (5:12,3)) is qualifying w.r.t. the node labeled b with index 3
in qT ree. This is because it has a descendant labeled d (9:10,5)
that is qualifying w.r.t. the node labeled d with index 4. Node
(2:15,2) is qualifying w.r.t. the node with index 1 in qTree. This
is because it has child labeled c (3:4,3) that is qualifying w.r.t. the
node labeled c with index 6, a descendant labeled b (node (5:12,3))
that is qualifying w.r.t. the node labeled b with index 3, and which
is also qualifying w.r.t. node b with index 2.
Each node in a stream has a field named qArray which is a
Boolean array. The qArray is used to encode the additional structural information that is derived in the first phase of the algorithm.
In the following definition we define when bit i in the qArray of
node n is set correctly w.r.t. some node q in qT ree, where 0 ≤ i <
the number of nodes in qT ree. Intuitively, if bit i in the qArray of
node n labeled qLabel is set correctly w.r.t. node q labeled qLabel
and its value is true, then the following holds: node n has some
descendant node m whose subtree satisfies the query requirement
w.r.t. the subtree rooted at a qChild qC, indexed i, of node q.
Definition 2: Let n be an arbitrary node in dT ree labeled qLabel.
Let q be a node labeled qLabel in qT ree. Let qC be a qChild of q
indexed i and labeled decLabel. Bit i in the qArray of node n is
set correctly w.r.t. node q if the following holds. The value of bit i
is true iff: (1) node n has a descendant node m labeled decLabel,
and (2) node m is qualifying w.r.t. qC. !
To indicate if the subtree rooted at node n (in dT ree) satisfies the
query requirements w.r.t. the subtree rooted at node q (in qT ree)
using the qArray, we define subtree-correctness.
Definition 3: The qArray structure of node n labeled qLabel is
subtree-correct w.r.t. node q, labeled qLabel in qT ree, if for every
qChild of q, say with index i, bit i of the qArray is set correctly,
and its value is true. !
The qArray structure stores information that is applicable to
the, potentially many, nodes labeled qLabel in the qT ree pattern.
Example 2. For the twig pattern qT ree and for the dT ree of Figure
3, node (2:15,2) is subtree-correct w.r.t. the query node with index
1. This is because, for every qChild of the node with index 1 in
qT ree, say with index i (qChild nodes indices are 2,3,6), bit i of
the qArray of node (2:15,2) is set correctly. Bit 2 is set correctly
to true because node (2:15,2) has a descendant that is qualifying
w.r.t. the node with index 2 (node (5:12,3)). Bit 3 is set correctly
to true because node (2:15,2) has a descendant that is qualifying

w.r.t. the node with index 3 (node (5:12,3)). Bit 6 is set correctly
to true because it has a child that is qualifying w.r.t. the node with
index 6 (node (3:4,3)). "

3.3

The Algorithm

The algorithm has two phases. The first phase derives the additional structural information for all the nodes in the streams that
correspond to the twig pattern nodes. The first phase of the algorithm operates in a bottom up manner over the qT ree twig pattern.
It chooses some node q such that all its qChild nodes are already
processed. I.e., the first nodes to be processed are the leaves. For
every node q in qT ree, the algorithm processes all the nodes in the
stream that corresponds to q, i.e., have the same label. Suppose
that the label of q is qLabel, the index of q in qT ree is qIdx, and
the qP arent of q is node pq labeled pqLabel. For every node in
the qLabel stream, the first phase of the algorithm updates all the
relevant qArray structures of nodes in the pqLabel stream, such
that after processing all the nodes in the paLabel stream, for each
node n in the pqLabel stream, bit qIdx in the qArray of node n
is set correctly w.r.t. pq; in particular, if n has a descendant in the
qLabel stream that is qualifying w.r.t. q, bit qIdx is set to true.
Note that we can process in parallel qT ree nodes if all their
qChild nodes were already processed. As the processing of node
q relies only on the fact that all its children are already processed.
Before starting the first phase of the algorithm, we do the following. First, all the relevant information for the query is copied using
cudaM emcpy calls. This information includes the streams corresponding to query nodes and the query nodes data itself. Second,
all the qArray fields in all the streams are initialized to zero.
Figure 4 presents the first phase of the GPU-Twig algorithm.
The input to the first phase are the data tree dT ree and the twig
pattern qT ree. Line 4 contains the invocation of the CUDA kernel
function gpuT wigF irstP hase which is processed on the GPU.
I.e., the derivation of the additional structural information of dT ree
is executed on the GPU, while the CPU task is to run the outer loop
over qT ree nodes, and to prepare the information for the GPU.
The gpuT wigF irstP hase kernel call sets correctly bit qIdx
in the qArray of all nodes pn in the pqLabel stream w.r.t. node
pq. The code of gpuT wigF irstP hase is run for every node in
qStream, which is the ”Multiple Data”, while the ”Single Instruction” is the code of the gpuT wigF irstP hase function itself. This
provides the potential for an enormous number of parallel threads,
as the number of nodes in qStrem can be in the tens and even
hundreds of thousands. According to the GPU GTX 480 architecture, the maximum number of resident threads per MP (multiprocessor) is 1536 (i.e., 1536*15 for all the MPs), while the number
of threads that are processed at each moment of time in the MP is
32 (other threads can be waiting for data from the global memory,
or just waiting for their turn to be run). So, the maximum number of threads that can actually run in parallel at any point of time
is 480 (32 on each of the 15 MPs). As the number of nodes in a
stream is usually much larger than the number of compute units in
the GPU, the utilization of the GPU is very high, i.e., the throughput of processing the work is high in comparison to multi-threaded
CPU systems. The number of nodes in different streams can vary.
This fact does not present a major performance problem, as usually
the number of nodes in a stream of a large document is much larger
than the number of GPU processors (cores).
Note that, for speeding up job processing, the algorithm uses
mainly one feature of the GPU, namely that of high parallelism. It
does not use the shared memory, as each piece of data has to be read
only once. Line 1 assigns a task to the current thread according to
CUDA’s semantics. Line 4 checks if node n fulfills the conditions

Input: 1) Data tree dT ree. 2) Twig pattern qT ree.
Goal: Record the additional structural information for all nodes
in the streams that correspond to qT ree nodes.
Method (runs on the CPU):
1. WHILE there are unprocessed nodes in qT ree:
2.
Choose node q from qT ree such that all its qChild nodes
were already processed
3.
SET qStream to q’s label stream, qIdx to q’s index, pqStream
to q’s qP arent’s label stream
4.
Invoke the CUDA kernel call for function:
gpuT wigF irstP hase(qStream, pqStream, qIdx)
5.
Mark q as processed
6. End WHILE
// gpuT wigF irstP hase kernel function (runs on the GPU):
Input:
1) qStream: q’s label stream.
2) pqStream: q’s qP arent label stream.
3) qIdx the index of q in qT ree.
Goal: For each node n in the pqStream bit qIdx in the qArray of
node n is set correctly w.r.t. q’s qP arent. In particular, if it
has such a descendant which is qualifying w.r.t. q, bit qIdx is set to true.
Method:
1. set idx to set idx to a system assigned index of the current thread
2. IF idx ≥ number of nodes in qStream then RETURN
3. set n to node at index idx of qStream
4. IF subtreeCorrect(q, n) == true THEN
5.
FOREACH node pn in the pqLabel stream that is an ancestor of n
6.
atomicAssign(pn.qArray[qIdx], true)
7.
END FOREACH
// subtreeCorrect function:
Input: 1) q: node in qT ree. 2) n: node in dT ree.
Output: Boolean value.
Method:
1. res = true
2. FOREACH qChild qC of q
3.
SET i to the index of qC
4.
IF n.qArray[i] == f alse THEN
5.
res = f alse; BREAK
6. END FOREACH
7. RETURN res

Figure 4: The first phase of the GPU-Twig Algorithm
needed to set bit qIdx in the qArray of node pn according to Definition 2. I.e., whether node n is qualifying w.r.t. q (checked by the
subtreeCorrect function). In case it is, we run the F OREACH
loop at lines 5-7. The loop in line 5 is run only for nodes labeled
pqLabel that are ancestors of node n. For each ancestor node pn of
node n we set bit qIdx of its qArray to true using atomicAssign
operation(line 6). We use atomicAssign to prevent a possible race
condition between two threads that try to concurrently change the
qArray field of some pn. To find which nodes in the pqLabel
stream are ancestors of n, we use the ancStreamL list of n and
take from there the index aIdx in the pqLabel of a node that belongs to the path between n and the root which is closest to the
root. To find all other ancestor nodes of n in pqStream we iterate
in pqStream starting from aIdx. For each node na starting from
index aIdx, we check whether the leftPos of na is smaller than the
leftPos of n and the rightPos of na is higher than the rightPos of
n. When we find the first node that does not satisfy the above requirements, it means we iterated over all ancestor nodes of n in the
pqLabel stream.
If the query pattern is allowed to contain the child axis, then line
5 of the algorithm is changed as follows. In case that the edge
between node q and its parent is parent-child (and not ancestordescendant), then instead of the F OREACH loop in line 5, we
need to set bit qIdx of the relevant qArray only for a single node,
which is the parent node of n labeled pqLabel (if such a node exists). Parent nodes can be identified easily, by checking that the
level of a potential parent node is one less than the level of node n.

The subtreeCorrect(q, n) function checks if node n is subtreecorrect w.r.t. q according to Definition 3. The invariant maintained
by this function is that the value of all the bits in the qArray of n
that correspond to the qChild nodes of q are already set correctly
w.r.t. q. In Section 3.4, we prove that when the subtreeCorrect
function is called for some q and n, the above invariant holds. Thus,
to check if node n is subtree-correct w.r.t. q, according to Definition 3, it suffices to check if for every qChild of q, say with index
i, bit i of the qArray of n is true. This is exactly what is done
in the subtreeCorrect function in lines (2-6). When we find that
some bit i in the qArray of n that corresponds to some qChild of
q is f alse (line 4), it means that n is not subtree-correct w.r.t. q.
Example 3. We continue examining the scenario of Example 2.
Consider the twig pattern qT ree and the dT ree presented in Figure
6. After processing the first phase of the algorithm for all the leaves
of qT ree, the qArray of nodes (2:15,2), (5:12,3), (13:20,2) and
(16:19,3) in dT ree are changed as shown in Figure 6. The reason
is that each one of these nodes has some descendant with one of
the leaves labels. For example node (2,15:2) has descendants with
labels b and c according to the requirements of the node labeled
a with index 1 in qT ree, so bits 2 and 6 of the qArray of node
(2:15,2) are set to true. During the first phase of the algorithm for
the node with index 3 (labeled b and heading a 3 nodes sub-tree of
qT ree), bit 3 in qArray of node (2:15,2) is set to true, because
the qArray of node (5:12,3) is subtree-correct w.r.t. the node with
index 3. By this, the first phase of the algorithm is finished.
The goal of the second phase of the algorithm is to find the answer nodes for qT ree in dT ree using the qArray fields of nodes
in dT ree that were derived in the first phase of the algorithm.
The second phase of the algorithm processes all nodes in the
stream s that corresponds to the label of the qAnsN target node
whose isAnswer field (see Section 2) value is true. This is because each node currSN in stream s is potentially an answer. We
define a sub-query qP ath as the path between the twig pattern root
node and the answer node qAnsN . A node-match between node
q in qP ath and node n in dT ree exists if the following holds:
(1) n and q have the same label; (2) The qArray of n represents
a match between subtrees rooted at n and q. A path-matching between path qP ath and node n exists if: (1) there exist a node-match
between ansQ and n; (2) for the rest of the nodes in qP ath, there
exist a node-match between each node q in qP ath and some node
pn in dT ree such that the structural (parent-child and ancestordescendant 2 ) relationships between qP ath nodes are satisfied by
the corresponding dT ree nodes.
In order for a node currSN to be an answer, we need to check
that there is at least one path-matching between path qP ath and
node currSN . The algorithm proceeds bottom up. It starts from
node currSN and checks if currQN that is initialized to qAnsN ’s
qP arent maps to some ancestor of node currSN , called ancN ,
such that the qArray of ancN is subtree-correct w.r.t. pCurrQN .
In case that such ancN is found, we update currSN to be ancN
and currQN to be pCurrQN , otherwise we stop. This is because
not finding such an ancN means that the match we are looking for
does not exist. We continue this process until we find the desired
match, or until we fail to find it (as explained above).
Figure 5 presents the second phase of the GPU-Twig algorithm.
The input to the second phase are the source document tree dT ree,
and the twig pattern qT ree. The output of the second phase is a
set ansSet with all the answer nodes for qT ree in dT ree. Line 2
contains the invocation of the CUDA kernel function called
gpuT wigSecondP hase that is processed on the GPU. In line 3,
2
Although we assumed only ancestor-descendant relationships exist in the query patterns, we provide definitions for the general case.

Input: 1) Data tree dT ree. 2) Twig pattern qT ree.
Output: ansSet, the set of all answer nodes
of qT ree in dT ree.
Method (runs on the CPU):
1. SET node qAnsN to be the node in qT ree whose isAnswer
field value is true (the target node)
2. Invoke CUDA kernel call for function:
gpuT wigSecondP hase(qAnsN, qT ree)
3. Insert all nodes from the qAnsN stream whose isAnswer bit
is true to ansSet
// gpuT wigSecondP hase kernel function (runs on the GPU):
Input:
1) qAnsN : node qAnsN from qT ree.
Goal: find the answer nodes in the stream of qAnsN
Method:
1. set idx to a system assigned index of the current thread
2. set qStream to be the stream of (the label of) qAnsN
3. IF idx ≥ number of nodes in qStream then RETURN
4. set n to the node at index idx of qStream
5. SET currQN to qAnsN , and currSN to n
6. IF subtreeCorrect(currQN, currSN ) == f alse THEN RETURN
7. set rq to be the root node in qT ree
8. WHILE the index of currQN > the index of rq
9.
SET pCurrQN to the qP arent of currQN
10.
SET pCurrQL to the label of pCurrQN
11.
IF currSN has no ancestor labeled pCurrQL THEN BREAK
12.
SET upperL (respectively, lowerL) to the node with the
smallest (respectively, largest) LeftPos value which is an
ancestor of currSN and is in the pCurrQL stream
13.
SET ancN to N U LL
14.
FOREACH node n between lowerL and upperL in
the pCurrQL stream lower to upper is crucial *
15.
IF subtreeCorrect(currQN, currSN ) == true THEN
16.
SET ancN to n; BREAK
17.
END FOREACH
18.
IF ancN == N U LL THEN BREAK
19.
SET currSN to ancN and currQN to pCurrQN
20. END WHILE
21. IF currQN == rq and ancN is not N U LL THEN
22.
set n.isAnswer to true

Figure 5: The second phase of the GPU-Twig Algorithm
we prepare the ansSet set, by scanning the ansLabel stream for
nodes whose isAnswer bit is set to true.
The gpuT wigSecondP hase kernel call sets the isAnswer bit
of all the answer nodes for qT ree in dT ree (this bit is initialized to
f alse). The code of gpuT wigSecondP hase is run for every node
in qStream. As before, this provides a potential for an enormous
number of concurrently executed threads, one per qStream node.
Lines (6-20) check that there is at least one match of qP ath (defined above) in dT ree such that the qAnsN node maps to n (line
6) and the qArray of each node in the match is subtree-correct
w.r.t. the matching node in qP ath (line 14). To check that node
currSN has no ancestor labeled pCurrQL (line 10), we use the
ancStreamL list of currSN and check if the pCurrQL label
is part of it. In case it is not, we know that node currSN has
no ancestor labeled pCurrQL. Line 22 checks if such a qP ath
match was found, and in case of a positive answer, line 23 sets
the n.isAnswer bit to true. If the query pattern is allowed to
contain the child axis, then if the edge between pCurrQN and
currQN is parent-child (and not ancestor-descendant), then instead of lines 10-13, we need to check if CurrSN has a parent
node in pCurrQN . In case of a positive answer, we need to run
lines 14,15 and to continue at line 16, otherwise, to go to line 18
(without running lines 14,15).
Example 4. This example is a continuation of Example 3 and is
based on figure 3. The value of the isAnswer field in the node
labeled c (with index 6) is true. So, according to the definition
of answer nodes, the potential answer nodes are contained in the c

Figure 6:

The view of dT ree after processing the first phase of the algorithm
for all the leaves of qT ree. For example, bit 6 in node (13:20,2) is set to 1, i.e.,
node (13:20,2) is subtree-correct w.r.t. the query node with index 6.

stream. The c stream contains two nodes: (3:4,3) and (14:15,3).
First we describe the run of the second phase for node (3:4,3).
The qP arent of the node labeled c in qT ree is the node labeled
a. The only labeled a ancestor node of (3:4,3) is (2:15,2). Node
(2:15,2) has the highest LeftPos value in a’s stream such that it
is an ancestor of node (3:4,3) and is subtree-correct w.r.t. node
1 labeled a. We know that node (2:15,2) is subtree-correct w.r.t.
node 1 labeled a because the qArray structure of node (2:15,2) is
subtree-correct w.r.t. the node labeled a (in qT ree). So, we update
currSN to be (2:15,2). As the node labeled a is the root of qT ree,
the while loop ends and since currSN is labeled a, we add node
(3:4,3) to ansSet (set of all answer nodes).
Lastly, we describe the run of the second phase for node (14:15,3).
The qP arent node of the node labeled c in qT ree is the node
labeled a. The only ancestor node of (14:15,3) with label a is
(13:20,2). Node (13:20,2) has the highest LeftPos value in a’s
stream but, it is not qualifying w.r.t. currQ, because the qArray
of node (13:20,2) is not subtree-correct w.r.t. the node labeled a
(in qT ree). This is because bit 3 in the qArray of (13:20,2), that
corresponds to node 3 in qT ree, is f alse. As node a is the root of
qT ree, the while loop ends. As we did not update currSN to be
(13:20,2), we do not add node (14:15,3) to ansSet. "

3.4

Correctness Proof

Correctness proof of the first phase of the algorithm
Lemma 1: For node q labeled qLabel in qT ree. If the qArray
structure of dT ree node n labeled qLabel is subtree-correct w.r.t.
q then n is qualifying w.r.t. q, and n is part of at least one match of
the qT ree sub-query rooted at q in dT ree.
Proof: Let q be a node in qT ree labeled qLabel, let n be a node
labeled qLabel in dT ree, and let h be the height h of qT ree.
For h = 0 and q a leaf node in qT ree: By Definition 1, any dT ree
leaf node n labeled as q is qualifying w.r.t. q. Node q is a leaf node,
thus it is qualifying w.r.t. q no matter how qArray is filled.
For h > 0 and q a non-leaf node in qT ree: If the qArray structure
of node n labeled qLabel is subtree-correct w.r.t. q then according
to the definition of subtree-correct, for every qChild of q, say with
index i, bit i of the qArray is set correctly and its value is true.
According to the set correctly definition, the value of bit i in the
qArray of node n is true iff node n has a descendant node m
labeled with the same label as qChild qC with index i such that
m is qualifying w.r.t. qC.Thus, for each qChild qC with index
qIdx of node q, the bit qIdx in qArray of node n is true, which
means that for each qChild qC of node q in qT ree node n has a
descendant node m in dT ree such that node m is qualifying w.r.t.
node qC. So, according to Definition 2, n is qualifying w.r.t. q. !
Definition 4: For twig pattern qT ree and for node q labeled qLabel

in qT ree, dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. q, if for each node n, labeled
qLabel, in dT ree that is qualifying w.r.t. q, the qArray of node
n is subtree-correct w.r.t q. And for each node n, labeled qLabel,
in dT ree that is not qualifying w.r.t. q, for every qChild of q, say
with index i, bit i of the qArray of node n is set correctly but n is
not subtree-correct) w.r.t. q (i.e., sure bit i is false). !
We assume that before starting the algorithm the qArray structures of all nodes in dT ree are initialized to zero (i.e., f alse).
Lemma 2: At the end of the run of the first phase of the algorithm,
for all nodes q in qT ree, dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. q.
Proof: By induction over the structure of qT ree.
Basis: For any leaf node lf n labeled qLabel, dT ree is tree-correct
w.r.t. q. According to the qualifying definition, each node lf N that
is labeled qLabel is qualifying w.r.t. q without additional requirements. According to the subtree-correct definition lf n and q share
the same label, there are no additional requirements for the qArray
of lf N (as it does not have qChild nodes), so lf n is also subtreecorrect w.r.t q. So, each lf N that is qualifying w.r.t. q (meaning
that they share the same label) is also subtree-correct w.r.t. q.
We now prove that if dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. qC for each
qChild qC of node q in qT ree, then dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t.
q.
Induction hypothesis: dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. all qChild
nodes qC of q.
Inductive step: We show that the algorithm marks dT ree such that
dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. q. Assume that q is labeled qLabel.
Assume that pq labeled pqLabel is q’s qP arent. Note that before
starting the algorithm, all qArray structures, of all nodes, are initialized to f alse. Node n in dT ree is part of a match, if n is the
image of some node in qT ree in some match of qT ree in dT ree.
Claim 1: Assume qC, indexed qcIdx, is a qChild of q. Assume
n is a node labeled qLabel in dT ree. We claim that bit qcIdx in
the qArray of n is set correctly during the processing of qC.
Proof: While qChild qC (indexed qcIdx and labeled qcLabel)
of q was considered, we processed each node nD in the qcLabel
stream. By the algorithm, we set bit cqIdx to true in all nodes
n in the qLabel stream that are ancestors of nD in case that the
following condition holds: For each qChild of qC indexed i, the
value of bit i in the qArray structure of nD is true. According
to Definition 3, if for each qChild of qC, say with index i, bit i of
the qArrayof nD is set correctly w.r.t. qC and its value is true,
then the qArray structure of node nD is subtree-correct w.r.t. qC.
By the assumption, dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. qC. So, based on
Definition 3 and the assumption, if this requirement holds, it means
that qArray of nD is subtree-correct w.r.t. qC.
So, the fact that we set bit qcIdx to true is correct according to
Definition 2, as we found that nD is subtree-correct w.r.t. qC, and
according to Definition 2 in that case bit qcIdx has to be true.
If after finishing processing all nodes in the qcLabel stream, bit
qcIdx in a dT ree node n labeled qLabel was not set to true and
its value at the end of the process remained f alse, it means that
no node was found such that it satisfies the above requirement.
The fact that no such node was found, means that node n labeled
qLabel does not have any descendant that is labeled qcLabel such
that it satisfies the above requirement. This is because, if such a
node exists, it must be part of the qcLabel stream, but we checked
all nodes in qcLabel stream, and did not find such a node. So, if
bit qcIdx in node n was not set to true during processing nodes
in qcLabel stream, it must be because node n labeled qLabel does
not have any descendant that is labeled qcLabel that satisfies the
requirement of Definition 2.
So, the above process sets correctly the qcIdx bit in qArray of
all nodes n with label qLabel. Note that when some bit in qArray

of any node is set to true, its value does not change during the
continuation of the algorithm. "
Claim 2: Now we claim that before starting to process node q in
qT ree, dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. q.
Proof: By the algorithm, node q processing starts only after finishing to process all the qChild nodes of q. Based on Claim 1,
for each qChild node qC of q, the bit that corresponds to qC in
the qArray structure of nodes labeled qLabel in dT ree is set correctly while processing node qC. So, after finishing processing all
qChild nodes of q, all bits that correspond to q’s qChild nodes in
the qArray of nodes labeled qLabel in dT ree are set correctly.
Thus, according to Definition 4, dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. q. "
According to Claim 2 and since the algorithm continues until it
processes all nodes in qT ree, at the end of the algorithm’s execution, for all nodes q in qT ree, dT ree is tree-correct w.r.t. q. !
Correctness proof of the second phase of the algorithm
Lemma 3: At the end of the run of the algorithm, all the answer
nodes of twig pattern qT ree in dT ree are added to the output.
The Lemma is established using the following three Claims whose
proofs are omitted due to lack of space and appear in a technical report [43].
Claim 1: For the subtree rooted at node n in dT ree, for node
m in this subtree, and for the subtree rooted at q in qT ree, if the
qArray of node n is subtree-correct w.r.t. q, and m is part of a
match mtch of the twig pattern defined by the subtree rooted at q
in the subtree rooted at n, and there exists some ancestor ancN of
node n whose qArray is subtree-correct w.r.t. the qP arent node
pq labeled pqLabel of q, then mtch can be extended to a match
mtchExt of the query defined by the subtree rooted at pq in the
subtree rooted at ancN such that m is part of the match mtchExt
matching the same qT ree node as in mtch.
Claim 2: For a dT ree node n labeled qLabel and a qT ree node q
labeled qLabel, if the qArray of node n is subtree-correct w.r.t. q,
and n does not have any ancestor whose qArray is subtree-correct
w.r.t. pq, where pq is the qP arent of q, then n does not participate
in any match of sub-query pq in dT ree.
Claim 3: At the end of the algorithm’s run, all the answer nodes of
qT ree in dT ree are added to the output.
After finishing the while loop, we check that currQ == rq
(qT ree’s root is rq) and that currS "= N U LL. According to
Claim 1 it means that leaf N is part of at least one match of the
twig pattern defined by the subtree rooted at rq in the subtree rooted
at currS. I.e., leaf N is an answer node in dT ree. Otherwise, by
Claim 2, leaf N is not an answer node. !
It is easy to extend the above proofs to work for the case where
parent-child edges in queries are allowed.

4.
4.1

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Experiments

We compared GPU-Twig to the TwigStack algorithm [12] and
to the parallel PTS algorithm [41, 42]. We essentially use the
same stream storage scheme in both algorithms (PTS and GPUTwig); however, with a slightly different information in each node
(for example, the scheme used for PTS does not have the qArray
field). We implemented the GPU-Twig algorithm from scratch on
CUDA [4]. We experimented with XMark [40], a commonly
used benchmark tool for generating large XML documents. We
also experimented with the DBLP [3] database. We checked different twig patterns (some representative patterns are given below).
All experiments were run on an 3 GHz Intel S5520SC ShadyCove
5520 12DDR3 6SATA/R 2LAN1000 EATX workstation with an
NVIDIA GTX 480 GPU, with two Intel Xeon 6C X5650 proces-

Figure 7: Results of GPU-Twig on documents with different sizes,
for twig pattern 1.

Figure 8: Results of GPU-Twig on documents with different sizes,
for twig pattern 3.

Figure 9: Results of GPU-Twig on documents with different sizes,
for twig pattern 5.

Figure 10: Results of GPU-Twig on document with size 524MB,
for different twig patterns.

Figure 11: Results of GPU-Twig on document with size 1GB, for
different twig patterns.

Figure 12: Results of GPU-Twig on document with size 2GB, for
different twig patterns.

Figure 13: Results of GPU-Twig on the DBLP database document
with size 670MB, for different twig patterns.

Figure 14: Summary of GPU-Twig speedup in comparison to PTS
with 12 threads, for different twig patterns.

sors, and with 24GB of RAM. Each such processor has 6 cores
so altogether the workstation has 12 cores. Xeon processors use
Hyper-Threading (HT) technologies [1], which allows to run 2
threads at the same time in one core. Usage of HT technologies
provides time improvement of up to 30%. We used the actual run
time as the main metric of performance. We measured the time
with, and without, the transferring data time to and from the GPU.

4.2

Experiments Description

Setting Up. An experiment run has two input files: an XML document, and a text file with query (twig) patterns to run against the
given document. An experiment begins with loading the input document into the (extended) XML stream storage by the parser. Then,
we parse the queries, and process them against the input document.
We used different twig patterns. We could not use the XMark
benchmark queries directly as they rely on a richer language. The
XMark benchmark queries have predicates, functions and complex

axes (like functions etc), whereas twig patterns can have only the
child or descendant axes. So, we created twig patterns by taking the
original benchmark queries and transforming them to twig patterns.
Some representative patterns are as follows.
Patterns for the XMark database: (1)”//open auctions//annotation
[//text//keyword] //listitem[//bold]//emph”; (2) ”//item[//mail//emph]
//listitem //parlist//text//bold”; (3) ”//item[//mail//emph] //listitem
[//parlist //keyword]//parlist//text//bold”; (4) ”//annotation[//parlist//text
//keyword//bold]// listitem[//bold ]//emph”; (5) ”//regions//item[//mail
//emph]//parlist//text”;
Patterns for the DBLP database: (1) ”//proceedings[//publisher
//Springer] //year//1992”; (2) ”//inproceedings[//booktitle//LCPC]
//year//2004”; (3) ”//inproceedings[//booktitle//LCPC]//year//1992”;
Experiment Description. The document is first loaded to the storage system (the time of loading is not measured, as it is a one time
procedure). Every experiment has the following runs:
1. Sequential Run - We process the queries in the queries text
file using the sequential TwigStack algorithm [12]. Information
regarding start and end times of processing the queries is collected
in the result log file.
2. Parallel CPU Run - This run is performed with 12 threads.
We process the queries in the queries text file. While processing the
queries, we run the parallel PTS algorithm [41, 42]. Information
regarding start and end times of processing the queries is collected
in the result log file.
3. Parallel GPU Run - This run is performed using the GPU. We
process the queries in the queries text file. While processing the
queries, we run the GPU-Twig algorithm as described in Section 3.
Information regarding start and end times of processing the queries
is collected in the result log file.
According to all performed experiments and according to theoretic computations, our Extended Xml Stream Storage scheme occupies 4.2 times the space of the original scheme. This is a feasible
enlargement in real-life applications, given the performance gains.
We compare the performance of GPU-Twig to TwigStack and to
PTS by comparing the run time of these algorithms in three different ways. In the first way we start the time measurement for the
GPU-Twig algorithm before copying the data from the CPU to the
global memory of the GPU, and stop after copying the result data
from the GPU to the CPU. In the second way we start the time
measurement for the GPU-Twig algorithm right after copying the
data from the CPU to the global memory of the GPU, and before
the query execution begins, and stop the time measurement right
after finishing the query processing, but before copying the results
data from the global memory of the GPU to the CPU. In the third
way we start the time measurement for the GPU-Twig algorithm
right after copying the data from the CPU to the global memory
of the GPU, and before the query execution begins, and stop the
time measurement after copying the result data from the GPU to
the CPU. The first way of measuring indicates the potential time
improvement of the GPU for large documents that cannot fully reside in the global memory of the GPU. The second way of measuring indicates the potential time improvement for documents that
can fully reside in the global memory of the GPU. This is an important measurement as in a case that the document can fully reside
in the GPU, we have to copy it to the GPU only once and then we
can run many queries over this document in a row, by this eliminating the need for copying the document to the GPU per each query.
The third way of measuring indicates an improvement that can be
gained in the future when the global memory of the GPU will be
”united” with the RAM (CPU memory). Time is measured is milliseconds. Each experiment is characterized by the size of the input
XML document. We experimented with documents sized as fol-

lowing: 256MB, 524MB, 750MB, 1GB, 2GB. 2GB maximum size
is dictated by the GPU global memory size (whose size is 1.5GB);
note that only the relevant streams have to be copied to the global
GPU memory, so ordinarily the amount of memory that is copied to
the global GPU memory is much smaller than the document size.
In all the graphs: GP UALL displays the duration for executing
the GPU-Twig algorithm including the time of transferring the data
from the CPU to the GPU and transferring the results from the GPU
to the CPU; GP UW IT HRES displays the duration for executing
the GPU-Twig algorithm with the time of transferring the results
from the GPU to the CPU, but without counting the time of transferring the input streams from the CPU to the GPU; GP UALGON LY
displays the duration for executing the GPU-Twig algorithm without the time of transferring the data to and from the GPU; CPU with
12 threads displays the duration for executing the PTS algorithm on
the CPU while running 12 threads in parallel 3 .
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the results of GPU-Twig on XMark
documents with different sizes for twig patterns 1, 3 and 5, respectively. We observe that in all the graphs the results are similar. The
GPU-Twig run with full memory transferring time (both directions)
has speedup with respect to PTS of about 7,6 and 9 for twig patterns
1, 3, and 5, respectively. The GPU-Twig run with result transferring time (from the global memory to the CPU) has speedup with
respect to PTS of about 17,10 and 25 for twig patterns 1, 3, and
5, respectively. The pure GPU-Twig run time without transferring
times has speedup with respect to PTS of about 26, 12 and 43 for
twig patterns 1, 3 and 5, respectively. Figure 7 presents the results of the sequential run. We can see that the PTS run time in this
case is about 2.5 times better than the sequential run time. Investigating this phenomenon, we ran experiments on two multi-core
architectures. We found that on the ”old” multi-core architecture
(on which we experimented with the PTS algorithm), the run time
of PTS with 10 threads is 9.5 times better than the run time of the
sequential algorithm. For reasons that are still under investigation,
on the current multi-core architecture, in which we also tested the
GPU-Twig algorithm, the run time of PTS is only 2.5 times better.
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the results of GPU-Twig with
different twig patterns on documents with sizes 524MB, 1GB and
2GB, respectively. We see that in all the graphs the results are similar. The GPU-Twig run with full memory transferring time (both
directions) for twig patterns 1-5 has speedup with respect to PTS
of about 8, 6 and 6 on average for document sizes 524MB, 1GB
and 2GB, respectively. The GPU-Twig run with result transferring
time (from the global memory to the CPU) for twig patterns 1-5
has speedup with respect to PTS of about 23, 13 and 18 on average
for document sizes 524MB, 1GB and 2GB, respectively. The pure
GPU-Twig run time without transferring times for twig patterns 1-5
has speedup with respect to PTS of about 34, 25 and 28, for document sizes 524MB, 1GB and 2GB, respectively. The improvement
of the GPU-Twig algorithm for large files is of the same order of
magnitude as for smaller files. We see that the speedup in the results for 524MB sized document is similar to the speedup that we
obtained for large documents (1GB and 2GB).
Note: An overlap exists in the information displayed in Figures 7,
8, 9 and Figures 10, 11 12, but neither is contained in the other.
We also conducted experiments over the DBLP database. Figure 13 shows the results of GPU-Twig with different queries on a
DBLP document (sized 670MB). The improvement of GPU-Twig
is of the same magnitude as on the XMark documents. To be precise, the speedup of GPU-Twig over the DBLP document in comparison to the sequential TwigStack algorithm is 42 on average (ac3
We do not include the sequential results in the figures, because of
the huge scale differences with the parallel runs results.

cording to the presented results), which is similar to the obtained
improvement for some of the queries with GPU-Twig over XMark
documents in comparison to the sequential TwigStack algorithm.
DBLP is an example of a document that can fully reside in the
global memory of the GPU. Thus the most important result for this
document is the GPU-Twig run with result transferring time (from
the global memory to the CPU), which has speedup of about 2.4
over PTS for twig patterns 1-3. The pure GPU-Twig run time without transferring times for twig patterns 1-3 has speedup of about
2.6 over PTS. The reason that the speedup here is smaller than for
XMark documents is as follows. The DBLP database has a very
simple structure, and it is difficult to find complex queries for such
a simple structure. For documents with a very simple structure and
queries, and with very small number of answers, the PTS algorithm has an optimization feature that leads to the unusual speedup
of more than 3 times in comparison to its ”usual” performance.
GPU-Twig does not have such a feature, as it has a vastly different
design, so its speedup over PTS is smaller in this unusual case.
Figure 14 graphically shows the speedup with full memory transferring times (both directions), with result transferring time, and
without transferring times, of the tested queries for XMark documents. The mean speedup across all queries was 26 without memory transferring times (according to the presented results), which
was reduced to 16.5 when only results transfer time was included,
and reduced to 6.6 when full memory transferring times were included. Thus, on average, running the queries for data that is bigger
than the global memory was on average 6.6 times faster than executing the query on a multi-core system using the PTS algorithm,
and running them on the data that is already loaded on to the GPU,
and transferring the result set back, was on average 16.5 faster.
We conducted experiments for documents with different structures and for different queries. The XMark benchmark, is an example of a document whose nodes are not uniformly spread over the
document. This can potentially cause (parallel) work imbalance.
Still, the experimental results do not show an imbalance.

5. RELATED WORK
Recently, there have been several research efforts aimed at parallelizing relational DBMS query processors [29, 39, 37, 14]. This
is mainly due to the emergence of multi-core processors. One example is InfiniteDB, which is a PC-Cluster-based Parallel Massive
Database Management System [26]. Another example is an extensive study of SQL query parallelization in the context of both
distributed and centralized repositories [24, 25, 30].
Parallelization of SQL queries differs from that of XPath parallelization. (1) XPath processing is read-only, while SQL allows inplace updates. (2) SQL is associated with a relational data model
which leads to natural partitioning along either rows or columns.
XPath is associated with a tree data model that is less naturally partitioned. Hence, XML query parallelization is challenging.
As XPath is a critical component in many XML-based applications, it is important to maximize its performance. There has
been extensive work on optimizing performance of a single XPath
query by improving its traversal pattern [17, 28, 31]. Studies on
parallelization of XML processing began to appear only recently;
for example, studies regarding parallel XML parsing [32, 35, 36],
parallel data placement in XML databases [46], and parallel processors for XML databases [38, 47, 48]. Most existing XML processing engines are thread-safe and allow multiple threads to issue
concurrent XPath queries against an XML database. Distributed
XML processing is discussed in [13, 15]. Almost no published
works deal with parallelization of a single query.
Parallelization of a single XPath query using the Xalan XPath

engine on shared address space multi-core systems is presented
in [11]. It evaluates opportunities for parallelizing a single XPath
query, in a shared-address space environment, on commodity multicore processors. It proposes three strategies for parallelizing individual XPath queries. Data Partitioning approach: executes the
same (sub)query on different sections of the same XML document.
Query Partitioning approach: executes different (sub)queries on
the same XML dataset. Hybrid Partitioning approach: combines
both the data and query partitioning schemes. Continuation work
by the same authors is presented in [10]. It proposes a parallelization framework that determines the optimal way of parallelizing an
XML query. They demonstrated that it is possible to accelerate
XPath processing using commodity multi-core systems.
As GPUs emerged, they were mainly used to accelerate scientific, geometric, and imaging applications. State-of-the-art General Purpose GPU (GPGPU) techniques can be found in [34].
Lately, there are efforts to use GPUs to improve the performance
of DBMS. For example, in [45] the rendering and search capabilities of GPUs are used for spatial selection and join operations. In
[8] GPU-based spatial operations are implemented as external procedures in a commercial DBMS. [21, 20, 18] present novel GPU
based algorithms for relational operators. Recently, [27] implemented a similarity join on CUDA. Recent works, [33, 44], propose efficient XML path processing algorithms using GPUs, which
deal with paths patterns. Our work, on the other hand, deals with
twig patterns, which are more complex query patterns.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The GPU-Twig algorithm is a novel efficient algorithm for matching XML twig patterns. We use an extension of the stream representation scheme [12], in a parallel multi-threaded computing platform, applying a GPU as a CPU co-processor. GPU-Twig employs
techniques that allow it to run hundreds of threads in parallel.
We conducted extensive experimentation with GPU-Twig. We
compared GPU-Twig to the standard sequential TwigStack algorithm, and the parallel multi-core PTS algorithm in terms of run
time. We checked performance for varying document sizes and for
different queries. Experimental results indicate that using GPUTwig significantly reduces the run time of queries compared to
other algorithms. Depending on the scenario (memory resident,
including only reporting, including both uploading and reporting),
the improvement was times 6.6 - times 35.
As part of future work we plan to extend our algorithms to deal
with larger, terabyte sized, files. We also plan to examine certain
features and their associated trade-offs, and determine whether we
can further optimize the algorithm. We also consider different extensions to the basic algorithm. An example of such an extension
is a modification in the definition of Twig Pattern Matching problem. According to this modification, a match of twig pattern Q in
database D is a mapping from nodes in Q to distinct nodes in D
such that satisfies the original match requirements (see Section 2).
The requirement for distinct nodes necessitates changes to the algorithm. Other extensions are possible, e.g., limit the distinctness
requirement to siblings, maintain query sibling order in results and
more. Whereas some such extension may be implemented via filtering the results, algorithmic changes may be far more efficient.
We have started work in this direction.
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